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Cyber security for medium-sized companies

Command Control now with Crashtest Security


The cyber security summit from Messe München networks with start-ups



Crashtest Security offers prize of a free ticket for Command Control



Common goal: Making medium-sized companies ready for the digital
transformation
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Command Control is a new cyber security event from Messe München that
will be held for the first time in September 2018. A main target group are
top decision-makers at medium-sized companies that want to get their
companies ready for digitalization. It’s all about clearly understanding the
challenges and steering management in the right direction.
“Crashtest Security offers an innovative solution for medium-sized companies
and is part of the cyber security ecosystem in Munich – both fit to the concept of
our event”, explains Katharina Keupp, Exhibition Director of Command Control.
The goal of the new cyber security summit in Munich: “We want to use clear formats to show top decision-makers at both medium-sized and large companies
how they can safely manage the digital transformation at their companies and
exploit the opportunities on offer”.
Embedding cyber security into business plans from the very beginning
“Command Control will increase awareness for the subject of cyber security
throughout Europe and across all sectors – and we will also benefit from this as
a start-up”, according to Thaddäus Schwab, Head of Sales and Marketing at
Crashtest Security GmbH in Munich. The summit fills a gap in the market: “There
are a lot of technology events. But this one deals with including cyber security in
business plans from the very beginning, integrating it throughout the whole company – and assisting companies with this process”.
Crashtest Security offers a security check for web applications. Command Control and the technology company met at the Munich start-up summit MUST in
February, which is supported by Command Control.
Strengthening the cyber security ecosystem in Munich
Just like Crashtest, Command Control is part of the cyber security ecosystem in
Munich, which is already “Europe’s number 1 digitalization location”, according to
Katharina Keupp. Messe München with its international platform will continue to
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strengthen this network. Command Control connects the fields of business, research and politics, is a partner for the Sicherheitsnetzwerk München and also
participated in the Munich Cyber Security Conference (MSCS) on the day before
the Munich Security Conference (MSC) in February.
At the Start-up-Summit
MUST Crashtest won a free
ticket for Command Control: (from left to right)
Katharina Keupp (Exhibition
Director Command Control), Thaddäus Schwab
(Head of Sales and Marketing, Crashtest Security
GmbH), Bojana Dorzi
(Team Command Control)
Copyright: MUST 2018 / Dan Taylor

You can find further information about Command Control here www.cmdctrl.com
About Command Control
Cyber security as a key to corporate success in the digital age – this is the central theme of the new
event format Command Control. This international, cross-sector platform targets all those decisionmakers who are involved with the digitalisation process within companies and who want to learn
more, educate themselves and network with one another. The first Command Control summit will be
held at the ICM – International Congress Center Munich – from 20 to 22 September 2018.
www.cmdctrl.com
Messe München
Messe München is one of the leading exhibition organizers worldwide with more than 50 of its own
trade shows for capital goods, consumer goods and new technologies. Every year, a total of over
50,000 exhibitors and around three million visitors take part in more than 200 events at the exhibition center in Munich, at the ICM – Internationales Congress Center München and the MOC
Veranstal-tungscenter München as well as abroad. Together with its subsidiary companies, Messe
München organizes trade shows in China, India, Brazil, Russia, Turkey, South Africa, Nigeria, Vietnam and Iran. With a network of associated companies in Europe, Asia, Africa and South America as well as around 70 representations abroad for over 100 countries, Messe München has a
global presence.
Crashtest Security
Crashtest Security is a Munich, Germany based start-up that redefines web application vulnerability scans. As an innovator within cyber security for web applications, Crashtest Security develops
automated vulnerability assessment solutions enhanced with artificial intelligence developed for
the needs of the agile developer or DevSecOps. The clear vulnerability insights provide transparency and actionable insights to enable efficient risk mitigation, in particular reducing the risk of getting hacked. https://crashtest-security.com

